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KNOTS! - Knowledge, Not

Skeptisism!

The goal of KNOTS! is

to be fully committed

at European level,

guaranteeing its

Partners to feel fully

citizens of Europe

Castiglione in

Teverina (Italy)

Vila Nova De

Cerveira (Portugal)

Ivančna Gorica

(Slovenia)

Herrera Del Duque

(Spain)

Deryneia (Cyprus)

Répáshuta

(Hungary)

CONTACT US

INTERNATIONAL

MEETINGS



-Boost reflection on Euroscepticism,
its causes and different subtleties
-Analyse the migration
phoenomenon, its causes and
history
-Offer tools of media literacy and
correct datas on the EU and on the
migrants crisis
-Examine propagandas and create
counternarratives
-Gather opinions and
recommendation on the EU and its
policies among the citizens
-Creation of catalogue of
expectations on Europe 2030
-Promote volunteering and civic
engagement of the citizens of small
communities at EU level
-Foster integration and social
engagement of third country
nationals
-Signature of an agreement to set
up a permenent network of
collaboration at EU level.

General objective:
To foster European citizenship and to
improve conditions for civic and
democratic participation at Union level.
 
Specific aim:
Raise awareness of remembrance,
common history and values and the
Union's aim that is to promote peace, its
values and the well-being of its peoples
by stimulating debate, reflection and
development of networks 
 
Priorities:
-Understanding and Debating
Euroscepticism
-Combatting stigmatisation of
"immigrants" and building counter
narratives to foster intercultural dialogue
and mutual understanding
-Debate on the Future of Europe

DURING ITS 24 MONTH

DURATION THE PROJECT WILL:
KNOTS! PROJECT is promoted

by 315 Partners from 16
Nations that are united by a
strong will to come together

to boost among their
communities the reflection
on EU relevant themes and

to promote civic and
democratic participation of

their citizens.

The action aims at creating
strategies of resilience for

local communities, to
tackle crisis such as the

arrival of consecutive flows
of migrants and to oppose
to the effects of negative

propagandas.

For the purpose of this
project the partnership

choose to focus on two main
themes that are affecting  EU

countries, causing risks to
the social cohesion of local
communities: Xenophobic

and nationalist propaganda
and Euroscepticism.


